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Around the Centre Brian McCullough
April 27 is a red-letter day in the annals of Canadian astronomy. On this day 

twenty years ago, Ottawa Centre member Rolf M eier made the first-ever comet 
discovery from Canadian soil. Rolf, who eventually discovered or co-discovered four 
comets, remains one of only a handful of Canadians to have their name attached to a 
comet discovery (another being Ottawa Centre member Douglas George). Happy 
anniversary, Rolf!

The Ottawa Centre is going “ultra-active” for this year’s Astronomy Day 
activities. And it is all thanks to Peter Williams who is assembling a wonderful cast 
of players to make this year’s events the most ambitious in years. Needless to say there 
is still room for any number of interested members to become involved, either at the 
displays or at the evening star parties. Unlike previous years, the Ottawa Centre is 
undertaking activities on two dates: on April 25th at the National Museum of Science 
and Technology to coincide with NMST’s international “Marsville” activities; and on 
May 2nd at the St. Laurent Shopping Centre to coincide with International Astronomy 
Day. Look for Peter’s article on page 4.

Glenn LeDrew has been in touch with Gary L ikert (Sirgare@aol.com), head of 
the Home Planetarium Association (1203 Highway 25, Gallatin, TN 37066). The 
association newsletter is chock-full of chat, tips and enthusiasm about the home 
planetarium scene. Check it out. And in case you haven’t heard, Glenn LeDrew is the 
National Capital Region’s major resource for bringing affordable planetarium shows to 
your school, office or service group. Glenn can be reached at (613) 445-4167.

And finally, under the “Helpful Hints” file for astronomy educators comes this 
advice on how to take care of young, know-it-all hecklers in your audience: Carry a 
few “pocket wormholes” around with you, and as soon as a young Einstein reaches 
your personal Chandrasekhar limit (the limiting mass for a nonrotating white dwarf), 
lay one of these wormholes on him and — Pfft! — he’s outta there!

Contributions to AstroNotes
Submissions to AstroNotes are encouraged and gratefully accepted. Articles, 

sketches, photos, observing reports, For Sale notices, announcements - all are 
welcome. An electronic version of your text would be appreciated. Please send all 
submissions to either of the editorial addresses at the top of page 2.

Next Observers Group Meeting
We look forward to seeing you at our next Observers Group meeting at 8:00 p.m. 

on Friday, May 1, 1998. Why not drop by a few minutes early to watch the time- 
honoured tradition of the “laying out of the AstroNotes.” As always, bring along your 
observing notes and sketches for discussion after the meeting over coffee.
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Report of Council Brian McCullough
The 1998 Centre Executive Council convened for approximately 30 minutes 

following the March Observers Group meeting. In attendance were: Alan Hildebrand 
(Pres.); Brian McCullough (Vice-Pres.); Jane Lund (Sec.), Stephen Nourse (Treas.), 
Richard Wagner (Past Pres.), and councilors Paul Boltwood, Lee Macdonald and Yves 
Demers.

The fast-paced meeting dealt primarily with the following budget items:
IRO Observatory ($200 approved for roadway snow clearance);
Centre Library ($250 approved for the purchase of new books);
Astronomy Day ($200 approved for 1998 Astronomy Day display).

Council will next meet at 7:30 p.m. on April 3rd, just before the Observers Group 
meeting gets under way.

Astronomy Day 1998 Peter Williams
The Ottawa Centre will be hosting two events this year. The first will be in 

support of the National Museum of Science and Technology “Marsville” program.
Date April 2 5 , 1998
Place National Museum of Science and Technology
Time 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. (Public Star Party from 7:30 p.m.)

The Ottawa Centre will set up demonstrations of various aspects of amateur and 
professional astronomy including, telescopes, astrophotography, children’s crafts, solar 
observation, light pollution abatement, meteors etc. The Centre will also host an 
evening star party for the public beginning at 7:30 p.m. at the museum observatory. 
Members will provide a wide range of telescopes and observing equipment.

The second event will be held on the official International Astronomy Day.
Date May 2 , 1998
Place S t Laurent Shopping Centre (Centre Point)
Time 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (Star Party at Pinhey Point, 7:30 p.m.)

For the first time in years, the Ottawa Centre will be setting up a mall display 
(similar to the April 25th activities at NMST), followed by a star party at Pinhey Point 
in Kanata (see map) starting at 7:30 p.m. Needless to say, we can use all the help we 
can get. We are especially interested in signing up a few more volunteers to help out 
with the children’s crafts and to staff the information booths.

If you are a relatively new member, this is a wonderful way to meet other 
members and to take astronomy to the public (part of the RASC’s mandate). Why not 
help out — it’s guaranteed to be as much fun as it is satisfying. If you want to be part 
of the festivities, or if you would like more information, please call me at 838-5230. 
I’d love to talk to you.
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Star Party
2nd May 1998 19:30

Pinhey Point Road

RASC O ttaw a Centre 
Astronomy Day 1998
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Rock Talk (Part 2) E. William Casagrande
Last month, I gave a brief synopsis on how my interest in space rocks developed, 

then followed up with a general introduction to the meteorite classification scheme. In 
this issue, we will examine some important factors to consider when deciding to 
purchase one of these Earth invaders.

For anyone even slightly serious about collecting meteorites, a few topical books 
are a must. Undoubtedly, one of the best choices is O. Richard Norton's Rocks From 
Space, which recently came out in its second edition. Highly informative and 
presented in non-technical jargon, it is not only a fine introduction to the world of 
meteorites, but to those who ventured after them. Some good secondary material can 
be found in Rain o f Iron and Ice, by John S. Lewis, co-director of the 
NASA/University of Arizona Space Engineering Research Center, as well as Impact!, 
by Gerritt L. Verschuur. In fact, one of my all-time favourite photos is on page 31 of 
Verschuur's book, which displays an artist's conception of the Leonid meteor shower 
as seen by Andrei Ellicott off the Florida coast, on Nov. 12, 1799. The picture features 
a solitary ship at sea, almost completely overwhelmed by a torrential downpour of 
meteors. With an ominous air of biblical proportions, it somewhat reminds me of the 
words penned by the prophet Ezekiel, over 2,500 years ago:

And thou shalt come up against my people of Israel, 
as a cloud to cover the land; it shall be in the 
latter days...And it shall come to pass at the 
same time when Gog shall come against the land of 
Israel, saith the Lord GOD, that my fury shall come 
up in my face. For in my jealousy and in the fire 
of my wrath have I spoken, Surely in that day there 
shall be a great shaking in the land of Israel; So 
that the fishes of the sea, and the fowls of the 
heaven, and the beasts of the field, and all 
creeping things that creep upon the earth, and all 
the men that are upon the face of the earth, shall 
shake at my presence...And I will plead against 
him with pestilence and with blood; and I will 
rain upon him, and upon his bands, and upon the 
many people that are with him, an overflowing rain, 
and great hailstones...

— Ezekiel 38:16-22

Lest I confuse the uninitiated, please allow me to make one point of clarification: 
meteorite falls are not usually associated with meteor showers. If a meteorite 
coincidentally fell during a shower, its orbit could likely be retraced and found to be 
unrelated to that of the meteors. Additionally, as John Lewis rightly points out, 
meteors are not simply tiny bits of meteoritic material. A combination of their physical
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weakness and the relatively higher carbon content of these tiny particles of space dust 
clearly set them apart from meteorites.

At this point, the next question I faced was: Who to buy from? In reply to my 
previously noted letter, Astronomy magazine had given a blanket, yet noncommittal 
endorsement to all of their meteorite advertisers. The premise to this logic centred 
around the not-so-reliable yardstick that the dealers had to be honest, otherwise they 
couldn't stay in business. Thus, it was with no little interest that I read about the arrest 
of meteorite dealer, Ronald D. Farrell (Sky & Telescope, October 1997, p. 17). 
According to the news item, Farrell, owner of Bethany Sciences, and an associate by 
the name of Frederick Marcelli, were accosted by federal police at the Rio de Janeiro 
airport after stealing three rare meteorites from the Brazilian National Museum. 
Apparently one of these space rocks is considered to be a "priceless national treasure."

My initial reaction to the story was one of amusement, which quickly changed to 
concern. Quite frankly, I didn't want the burden of dealing with someone whose 
credibility was dubious. Nevertheless, the more I considered the story, the less 
convincing it seemed. Why would anyone not only pilfer an item of such intense 
importance from a country whose police are well known to be completely unfamiliar 
with the concept of diplomacy, but then hang around town for two days afterward? As 
for the curator, exactly how did she manage to overlook the security concerns of these 
irreplaceable items? For my money, it seems more plausible that some kind of deal had 
been worked out for the meteorites, which the curator was not authorized to effect. 
Whatever the case, the story sounds more than just a little "rocky."

Finally, I chose to purchase from Robert A. Haag, a.k.a. the "Meteorite Man," 
located in Tucson, Arizona (520-882-8804). A straight shooter with a genuine interest 
in people, I found Robert Haag to be prompt, courteous, and an all-round good guy. I 
would heartily recommend him to anyone who is either looking to begin a lifelong 
collection, or simply purchase a souvenir from space. With this out of the way, the 
final aspect in this seemingly endless equation centred around what to buy. Make no 
mistake about it, meteorite prices can be, well...astronomical. This is especially true if 
you'd prefer a specimen for which ownership of an electron microscope isn’t a 
prerequisite.

Meteorite specimens come in endless shapes and sizes. You can purchase 
complete slices, half slices, partial slices, end slices, end pieces, individuals, as-found 
individuals, half individuals, and fragments. Final cost is determined not only by size, 
but by the laws of supply and demand, scientific importance, whether or not fusion 
crust is included, and, as in the case of certain iron meteorites, if it is etched and 
polished. Basically though, meteorites are sold in U.S. dollars per gram. For those 
"metrically challenged" readers, it takes nearly 30 grams to equal one ounce. Included 
below is a general price list of available meteorites (the names normally refer to the 
area of the fall). Keeping things in perspective, gold currently sells for $10 U.S. per 
gram:
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Allende: $10-$16/g 

Holbrook: $10-$12/g 

Cat Mountain: $117/g 

La C riolla: $10/g 

Esquel: $20 - $30/g 

Norton County: $30-$35/g

Guenie: $4-$9/g 

Canyon Diablo: $1.70/g 

Kainsaz: $60/g 

Dimmitt: $4-$7/g 

M urchison: $60-$150/g 

Gibeon: $l-$2/g

Axtell: $50/g 

Ibitira: $200-$250/g 

Dar Al Gani 067: $50/g 

Millbillillie: $12/g 

Gao $2-$7/g 

Zagami: $2000/g

Blame it on information overload, but despite having all this data at my fingertips, 
it still wasn't an easy choice. In the end, I decided to start my collection with a 150- 
gram slice of the Gibeon iron meteorite. It now rests, beautifully matted and framed, 
on the wall of the ship's bridge (my den). Yet, as it silently hangs there in all its 
celestial glory, haunting questions reverberate in the back of my mind. How old are 
meteorites, and exactly how is this age determined? Next month, in the final 
installment of this series, we will make a critical examination of both these issues. In 
the meantime, heads up...it might be a chondrite!

Star Night Linda Meier
The West-Carleton Township Library has requested that we hold a public star 

night the evening of Saturday, May 23. All members are welcome to attend and bring 
any equipment they wish to share with the public. The directions are as follows:

Take Hwy. 417W to the Carp Rd. exit. Turn right and go along Carp Rd. to the 
stop sign, continue on to next stop sign and go straight ahead up the hill. On the left- 
hand side look for sign saying, "Diefenbunker," or "West-Carleton Township Library." 
Turn in and you will come to a high fence. Go through to left and park where you like.

Remember, if  you come late, dim your lights if possible or turn them off. Call me 
at 256-4821 if you have any questions.

IRO Telescope Training Glenn LeDrew
In keeping with the recently established tradition of holding training sessions on 

the club’s 16-inch telescope in the spring and fall, I’m scheduling the next one for 
Saturday, April 18 at 2 p.m. Daytime is best for this, as everyone can see what’s going 
on. The whole run-through should take about an hour and a half. We’ll go ahead with 
the training even if it’s cloudy, but if it’s raining we will postpone the session to the 
next day (Sunday).

If you weren’t at April’s O.G. meeting, you can notify me of your desire to sign up 
by calling me at (613) 445-4167. Leave a message with your number so I can confirm.
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Robert Dick
Solar eclipses! Are they a 

curse or an addiction? Perhaps 
they are a reward for those who 
persevere in traveling far from 
home? I don’t know, but after 
seeing my first one back in 1970 
down in North Carolina (a trip 
organized by the Montreal Centre 
with Isabelle Williamson and 
Charlie Good) I prepared to travel 
a third of the way around the 
world with the British 

Astronomical Association to Africa for the summer eclipse of 1973. I have now 
traveled to eight solar eclipses and been clouded out only once.

The African eclipse was memorable, but of greater importance were the 
adventures along the way and the people I met. As I would find out, this theme would 
be the thread connecting all my travels to view these celestial spectacles. The eclipse is 
the focus about which the adventures occur.

My eclipse journeys have become considerably more tame since I graduated from 
university, got a job and could afford some travel luxuries. This has taken the edge off 
the adventures, making them more of a relaxing holiday than a challenging activity. 
Recently, I have had to work a bit harder to rekindle the challenge.

Sitting in a comfortable chair on a sun-bleached beach while sipping a banana 
daiquiri may be the perfect eclipse for some people, but I feel the need to do something 
more. I don’t want to just look at the eclipsed Sun — I want to experience and record 
the event.

Care and restraint must be exercised. Activities during an eclipse can distract you 
from actually looking at the eclipse. However, the excitement of the event experienced 
in an alien environment (make no mistake, the environment of a total solar eclipse is 
indeed alien) is quite a rush. The discipline and focused attention that are required to 
carry out one’s projects is similar to that required by an astronaut with duties to 
perform in orbit. Yet the only training we get is that which we learned during the 
previous eclipse. But we must not get too cocky. Our activities are limited to a few 
minutes, whereas a mission specialist must perform for many days.

During the 1991 eclipse in Baja, Mexico I recorded the structure of the elusive 
"shadow band" phenomenon. Although Baja did not offer a challenging environment, 
the successful operation of the equipment made me proud of my efforts. In 1994 on the 
altoplano of northern Chile I filmed the eclipse and the night sky using a modified 16-

“Coronaed” in Curacao:
The Eclipse of Feb. 26,1998
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mm movie camera. In Chile, the high altitude, semi-overcast skies, lack of sleep and 
numbing cold were a physical challenge during which the photography was 
accomplished.

All this is a preamble to the solar eclipse of February 26, 1998.1 traveled with the 
Calgary group to Curacao in the Caribbean, just off the north coast of Venezuela (Lat. 
12°N; Long. 68°W). Although the island was not on the centreline, the path of 
maximum duration of totality, the prospects were very good for clear skies. I needed 
solid ground beneath my equipment, so a cruise ship was out of the question. This trip 
would provide several opportunities to do nighttime observing and photography. 
During the day, I planned to snorkel, scuba dive and, most importantly, ensure my 
equipment would work.

My cameras worked before, but the controlling mechanism I have used for several 
years had to be modified to record parts of the eclipse I missed in Chile. I asked Doug 
George for a bit of help. He sized up the situation and suggested that I abandon my 
original mechanical camera controller and design a microcontroller.

After reading the books he lent me, I decided it would be an enriching experience 
to learn about these little micromiracles. Unfortunately, the ice storm in January 
curtailed my activities for several weeks. Paul Boltwood helped out, ensuring that all 
would be ready for the eclipse. Still, the stepper motors I planned to use proved to have 
insufficient torque to power the movie cameras. I ordered a more powerful set five 
days before departure, and they arrived two days before I flew out of Toronto. They 
were installed at 1 a m. on the day of departure. They worked quite well except that 
during my testing in Curacao they caused vibration in the cameras and this had to be 
dampened to avoid damage to the cameras and to prevent a jittery shutter. Some dental 
floss in the shaft coupler proved to be perfect.

I left Toronto for Miami on Saturday, Feb. 21. After sleeping over in a hotel near 
the airport we flew to Curacao on Sunday morning. A third of us stayed in the opulent 
Sonesta Beach Hotel, northwest of the capital Willemstad. The rest stayed at the less 
expensive Princess Beach Hotel in the city.

I spent the afternoons of Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday unpacking, checking 
out my equipment and modifying where required. On Monday and Tuesday nights a 
couple of dozen of us bused up to the north end of the island, away from urban lights 
for an evening of observing. I set up my movie cameras to record the setting of the 
winter Milky Way and the rising of Eta Carinae and the Southern Cross, two of the 
southern celestial jewels. The bus returned at 1:30 a.m., so I was not able to record the 
entire night sky. So sad.

During the time tests, the new camera controllers proved to be working very well. 
However, all backlash in the camera mechanism had to be removed by manually 
advancing the mechanism to avoid a temperamental shutter.

It was delightful to lie under the Caribbean sky. The cameras worked without my 
attention. I could lie back with star chart and binoculars to explore a sky I rarely see,
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and have never seen so well. The nights were cloud free and the moist haze that 
usually blots out the low southern sky was limited to only a few degrees along the 
southern horizon. By observing on several evenings, I could build up memories from 
night to night. In that way, I hoped my memories would be more lasting.

On Thursday morning, eclipse day, we left the hotel by bus at 8:15 and arrived at 
the observing site about 9 a.m. It was the same field where we observed at night. This 
helped us align our equatorial mounts to true north. Large cargo containers had been 
erected to shield us from the strong sea winds. There was a refreshment tent, toilets 
and even a portable first aid station.

We had three hours to polar align. Unfortunately, the morning sky was plagued 
with clouds making the alignment procedure difficult. They eventually dissipated 
around 11:30 a.m. to allow me to complete my alignment.

I used the “drift method,” centring the Sun in my guide scope and watching how 
it drifted north or south in the eyepiece depending on whether I was pointed east or 
west of true north. By shifting the mount and retesting, I was able to align well enough 
for my mount to track the Sun for the entire three hours of the eclipse.

My photography began about 12:30 before “first contact” which occurred at 
12:40:44. I started one of my movie cameras to record the advancing Moon as it 
occulted the Sun’s disk. This was to run for the entire duration of the eclipse. After 
first contact there was about an hour-and-a-half wait before second contact and 
totality. There was not much to do except walk about, meet people, help them set up, 
check and recheck my equipment, and watch the advancing Moon cover the Sun’s disk 
by using impromptu pinhole lenses in the refreshment tent.

The wind proved to be a problem for those with large telescopes or tall refractors. 
Some had to move into the wind shadow of trucks and tents to avoid excessive wind 
induced vibration. My cameras were mounted right on the ground and my little 4.25- 
inch reflecting telescope was small enough that I could shield it with my body.

The light faded rapidly a minute before totality. About 30 seconds before “second 
contact” which marked the beginning of totality (14:11:26), I started my second movie 
camera to record the collapse of the diamond ring, any prominences that were present 
and the Sun’s inner corona. I had spread a white towel on the ground beforehand to 
allow me to see shadow bands about 30 seconds before and after totality. I tried to 
photograph them with one of my 35 mm cameras, but the images will require 
processing before the elusive structures may be detected.

Moments before the diamond I removed the solar filter from my telescope and 
began taking pictures to capture the diamond ring. To get a larger image with my little 
f/4 reflector, I used a barlow lens to get an effective focal length of 1667 mm. (I used a 
2x barlow, but due to the long distance between the negative lens in the barlow and the 
film plane, the effective magnification was about 3.8x.)
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My exposures began with 1/500 second. I worked my way down to longer 
exposures (1/500, 1/60, 1/8 and 1 second). Then I lay down with my binoculars to look 
at the eclipsed Sun. It seemed like it was only five or ten seconds, but it was actually 
two minutes! A brilliant crimson prominence shone over the Moon's western limb and 
the chromosphere's growing red arc alerted me to the end of totality. I put down my 
binoculars and returned to my little telescope to take pictures with decreasing 
exposures up to 1/500 second. The diamond ring was my last picture before turning 
the telescope away from the Sun to avoid damaging my camera. Then, looking down 
at the white towel, I saw the shadow bands again.

At 14:14:58 it was over! Totality had lasted for 3 min. 22 sec.

The movie cameras continued to run, oblivious to the ending of the event. I felt 
drained and solemn. All the effort of planning, studying and designing equipment was 
expended for these three minutes and few odd seconds. What was once wished for and 
dreamed of with great expectation was now history. I could only look back at the event 
and struggle to prevent the fleeting experience and images in my mind from fading.

The celebration that night left me a little bit the worse for wear the next day. On 
Saturday, I got to scuba dive the clear waters of Curacao, some of the best I have 
experienced. However, the underwater solitude was invaded by the regular booming 
sounds of seismic work going on farther offshore. I guess oil companies were studying 
the extent of the Venezuelan oil fields.

Eventually my memory will fade, and all that will remain will be fragments pulled 
into order by my pictures, videotape and films. I will look forward to another eclipse to 
resurrect the experience, but for now I can be proud that my equipment worked. I got 
photos and films and I had made time to use my binoculars and to reflect while I was 
looking at the delicate wisps of the corona and the vivid red sparks of the 
prominences. Someday, these images will be wrapped into words. They may provide 
the adjectives and metaphors for a poem or story. Such are our life's experiences. We 
do not know how they will affect our perception of our world, but they make it richer 
and this makes life worth living.
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Eclipse Watching
[From a letter written by Bob Goren to Centre member David Robinson who inspired 
Bob to travel to the Caribbean to view the recent total solar eclipse.]

All I can say is “very cool!” The eclipse was pretty much all it was cracked up to 
be, an amazing natural event. Because we were on the ship sailing the centreline, we 
missed out on some of the things like birds going silent, and the drop in temperature 
from about 90 degrees to 83 wasn't that noticeable. However the changes in the colour 
of the sky and the overall quality of the light and shadows were remarkable.

Before and after totality we were able to see shadow bands, which were subtle and 
looked like the ripples of light on the bottom of a swimming pool. Totality was 
surrealistic: the sky was a deep purple twilight with Venus, Jupiter and Mercury very 
obvious, and a yellowish orange pre-dawn look to the horizon all the way around. The 
corona was mostly round, with at least two long areas streaming outward to our 11 
o’clock and 6 o’clock positions (I was able to see at least two tiny sunspot groups on 
the solar face prior to totality) and we could see a magnetic looping effect at what we 
thought were the solar poles at 2 o’clock and 8 o’clock. There were small, deep 
orange-red prominences at 12 o’clock and 5 o’clock, and we clearly saw the deep red 
chromosphere emerge just before the spectacular, if. momentary diamond ring at the 
end of totality. We saw Baily's beads just before totality, but they were fleeting and the 
anticipation of totality (and taking off the solar screen from my binoculars) diminished 
the effect for me. Of course, I was whooping and hollering throughout along with 
many of the other 2600 people on the ship, and I did yell out that we could see them.

I had decided to not try and capture any of it on film after reading several books 
on how to do it. Basically this was so that I could just enjoy the view and hope that 
someone else on land will sell their pictures and videos. I had set up my video to 
record the sky at the horizon in hopes of actually seeing the shadow come over us, but 
it only seemed to be a change of colour and not and approaching darkness. The bonus 
was that it was an audio recording of us yelling out what could be seen and the overall 
emotion of the event. My son did point the video camera at the corona on extreme 
close-up, which didn't allow the optics to adjust well enough to see much of the 
structure of the corona, but the "idea" is recorded. I didn't think I could get a great still 
shot on a ship even with a tripod, but it was pretty calm and I just wrapped my arms 
tightly around a light pole and fired off a few frames. One was decent enough to show 
an approximation to wow the neighbours, but didn't show much structure either.

Actually, another amazing part of the day was that we sailed the centreline 
approximately 10 miles off from the island of Montserrat. Its volcano was just 
steaming a little as we came “on station.” We could see the light grey-brown colour of 
the ash it had deposited down its slopes over the last year or two, and noticed the 
beginning of another eruption of this stuff just as the Moon began to trek in front of 
the Sun (first contact). It continued to erupt for the three hours of the eclipse, 
producing a huge erect plume of grey-brown that breached the small layer of clouds
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floating above it and stopped just about at last contact, three hours later! It was directly 
off of our starboard side, and the eclipse was at about 50 degrees high above the bow. 
It just added that much more to the amazing spectacle of the afternoon. Well, again, I 
can't thank you enough for inspiring this whole thing. This also has given me the first 
chance to write down a quick impression of it (I think I’ll keep a copy for my dotage!).

Thank you, thank you, thank you,

Bob G.

Feb. 14, 1998
Nat’l Council Meeting Rick Wagner
[Apologies to Rick. This report was inadvertently omitted from the March issue o f  
AstroNotes.]

Twenty or so lucky people got to spend Valentine’s Day in Toronto at a National 
Council Meeting. Some were smart enough to bring along their spouses to make a 
little bit of a holiday of it. I, however, took the alternate root of attending alone and 
then making amends after the fact.

Randy Attwood, our l st VP, noted that there are still some problems with the 
University of Toronto Press (UTP) membership management, but that things are 
improving. Art Fraser will be glad to know that development is almost complete on the 
electronic distribution of membership lists. UTP will make available on a monthly 
basis both a list of all Centre members as well as a list of all changes to the previous 
list.

Bonnie Bird, our executive secretary, gave her always amusing report on what 
goes on at National Office during the week. She reported a call from some executive’s 
secretary who had been told by the boss as he left for lunch to find out about some
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astronomy magazine or sky something-or-other. Somehow she found her way to 
phoning Bonnie and got some info on how to join the Society. Within two hours the 
boss had signed up as a new life member.

A New Members Package has been created and is being sent to all new members 
of the Society. There was a minor disconnect in approval of the package so that all 
new members since late summer or so were only mailed theirs about Christmas. In 
future, however, this package will be sent out immediately when UTP receives word of 
a new member. This will prevent that potentially long wait between paying your 
money and receiving the first Journal, Observer’s Handbook, etc.

Council awarded Messier Certificates to Randy Klassen of the Vancouver Centre 
and Christopher Fleming of the London Centre, and an NGC Certificate to Douglas 
Stuart of the Thunder Bay Centre.

Rajiv Gupta, our National Treasurer, announced that we now have 3050 paid 
members in the Society, well above last year. He expects that we will see another 
several hundred by summer, pushing us to new record membership levels. He reports 
that the Society is doing very well financially and foresees no problems.

At the request of the Financial Committee there was some discussion of the 
method used for splitting fees between the Centres and National. Currently 60% of all 
membership fees go to National while the Centre retains the remaining 40%. The 
question asked by the Financial Committee was, “Should we consider separating the 
National and Centre fees?” In other words, National would charge $21.60, or whatever 
was required to support their operations, and the Centres would be free to charge 
whatever they felt was necessary. In order to fund programs, meeting locations, etc., 
some Centres add a surcharge to the standard $36 per year fee. Mike Watson, our legal 
counsel, noted that there are currently limits on surcharges. They are only to be used 
for supporting those Centre operations which could be reasonably expected to be used 
by all members — funding speaker travel, renting meeting space, etc. They could not 
be levied to fund extras like observatories or equipment purchases. Splitting the fees 
would do away with this limitation and some might see this as a problem. The split 
could have advantages if, for example, National needed to raise its fees for some 
reason (special initiatives, rising costs, etc.). A Centre would not be forced to follow 
suit, thereby reducing the impact of the increase on its members. Those Centres which 
are lucky enough not to need the full 40% as currently charged could more easily 
reduce their fees. No clear consensus was apparent and the Financial Committee will 
continue to ruminate on the subject.

A discussion was had on a limitation of the number of representatives who can be 
funded to attend National Council meetings. Currently a maximum of two people from 
each Centre (other than members of the National Executive, but including chairs of 
standing committees) can be reimbursed for any travel expenses. Toronto is the only 
Centre with more than two representatives to National and felt that democracy was 
being ill-served by this restriction. It was pointed out, however, that the intent of the 
rule was to limit expenditures while still allowing as much representation from and
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exchange of information with as many Centres as possible. I further pointed out that, 
since 2/3 of the meetings are held in Toronto they effectively get far better 
representation at National Council meetings than any other Centre for far less cost.

Following dissatisfaction with the firm doing the layout, etc. for our new Journal, 
a new firm, Redgull Integrated Design, has been contracted for the coming year. The 
proprietor is an avid amateur astronomer and former member of the Halifax Centre. 
Minor improvements to the Journal will be appearing over the coming year and the 
editorial committee is already making much more satisfied noises than before the 
change. One complaint is that there is a shortage of popular level articles for the 
Journal, though the research papers, regular columns, education notes, etc. seem to be 
doing well. Everyone is encouraged to submit items at the popular level and become a 
well-known author — stop hiding your light under a bushel.

The Membership and Promotion Committee is looking for a new background 
photo for our advertisements in SkyNews. You will be seeing David Levy’s smiling 
face behind the next ad, but more pictures are needed (they don’t even have to be 
astronomical).

Upcoming General Assemblies were discussed. This summer in Victoria the GA 
will be held at the Lester B. Pearson College of the Pacific, a beautiful site nestled on 
the shore among huge fir and cedar trees. Then next year we will be at the University 
of Toronto. That GA will be held in conjunction with the annual meetings of the 
Astronomical Society of the Pacific (a professional society well known for their 
publications and public education initiatives) and the American Association of 
Variable Star Observers.

This summer the terms of office for many of the National Executive will be 
coming to an end. While the Nominating Committee has been hard at work and come 
up with a full slate of candidates to replace the outgoing team, they encourage 
members to nominate any others they feel would be able to contribute to the Society.

The meeting closed with discussion of two grants of Society money to Centres. 
The Vancouver Centre has been constructing a new observatory, complete with 
telescope, CCD camera, and data collection and analysis computer facility. Due to 
unavoidable delays in construction they were given an extension in the time allowed to 
complete the work. The Niagara Centre is looking to improve the capabilities of their 
observatory, also through the addition of CCD and computer facilities. In both cases, 
of course, the Centres are contributing much of the funding and are only looking to 
National for the supplementary money needed to bring their projects to fruition.

As always, I have copies of all the reports presented at the meeting and would be 
happy to share them or discuss anything about the meeting with anyone who is 
interested in more detail.
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March Observers Group Meeting Jaye Williams
(With technical support from Dad)

Observers Group Chair Gary Boyle opened this month’s meeting by welcoming 
regular members and first-time visitors. He also reported that there had been clear, 
dark skies for viewing the winter constellations. Rolf Meier, OG Meteor Co-ordinator 
(four comets to his name!) said that he observed two returning comets, Hartley 2 and 
Tempel-Tuttle (the source of a possible meteor storm during the 1998 or 1999 
Leonids). While the partial solar eclipse was seen by some people in Ottawa, other 
fortunate members (groan’s from the audience) had the opportunity to see totality from 
warmer locations (more later in this article). Observation of the lunar grazing 
occultation of Aldebaran was a “dud” due to heavy cloud cover and rain — however 
the Meiers were able to see a close encounter through the light rain from home. There 
will be a penumbral lunar eclipse on March 12. Each year, during March, there is an 
opportunity to see all 110 Messier objects in a single observing run, the best time 
would be March 20th if the only the Last Quarter Moon were not present. The OG will 
hold its Messier marathon on March 28 at the IRO. Doug Luoma, OG Lunar and 
Planetary Co-ordinator, reported that Jupiter will slide behind the Moon at 05:30 on 
March 26.

Introductions finished, Gary asked Paul Comision for this month’s “Cutting 
Edge” presentation. Paul began with the first of three articles, Stars Merge into One 
(Astronomy, March 1998, page 20) which describes the evolution of new stars in old 
globular clusters. Astronomers using the Hubble Telescope have confirmed the 
formation of a massive blue star from the collision of two smaller stars in the cluster 
47 Tucanae. Finding these young stars inside old clusters is just like finding teenage 
adolescents living in old age stellar homes! The second article, More Evidence for 
Intergalactic Stars (Sky & Telescope, April 1998, page 20) describes a further study of 
the centre of the Virgo cluster and estimates that more than a trillion stars are not 
connected to any particular galaxy. Improvements in telescope performance have 
helped to make these observations possible and more work may lead to finding 
intergalactic stars in our local area as well. The third article, Magnetic Carpet May 
Heat Sun’s Corona (Astronomy March 1998, page 26) relates how solar astronomers 
have been puzzled why the corona is so much hotter (a million degrees) than the 
photosphere (5,800 degrees). The article describes magnetic loops that generate 
tremendous energy (just one could generate all of America’s energy needs for 100 
years). A magnetic carpet of more than 4,000 magnetic loops is heating the corona.

Carmen Rush, OG Historian, was up next with a continuing story about the 
French expedition to South America in the 1700s sent to confirm the Earth’s shape. 
For the benefit of those who missed the first episode last month, Carmen described the 
pendulum experiments/measurements carried out in French Guiana and Ecuador. 
There was also a team sent to the Arctic that finished after just two years, proving the 
Earth was flatter at the poles than at the equator, but the team sent to the equator took 
20 years to return to France. After measurements were completed, La Condamine, the
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expedition leader, decided to take the long route home and went east along the 
Amazon where he thought a fortune in gold could be found. Carmen continued the 
lecture with a modem day “soap” — the story of a local 13-year-old girl, Isabella, who 
married Louis Goudin. They lived in Quito for six years until Louis decided to travel 
to French Guiana, leaving 19-year-old Isabella and their six children in Quito. Two 
years later Isabella heard that Louis had been taken ill. Fifteen years passed, all of 
their children had died and Isabella decided to find her husband. With a few slaves she 
started on the trek east. In 1777 at the age of 48, Isabella was eventually reunited with 
her husband. They arrived in France 38 years after the original expedition started and 
were met by La Condamine. Carmen completed the talk with a short description of the 
expedition that traveled to Lapland. One member of the 15-man team was Anders 
Celsius. In 1736, one year after the expedition started, they arrived to take the 
measurements. Even with the extreme cold the team was plagued by insects which 
made eating almost impossible, but with snow flying in September they completed 
their tasks and began the journey back. This team’s measurements confirmed that 
Isaac Newton was right and the Earth is flatter at the poles compared to the equator.

Rolf M eier, OG Meteor Co-ordinator, took us all on a trip into the past. Last fall 
was the 20th anniversary of the opening of the Indian River Observatory (“IRO”). The 
IRO houses a 16-inch Newtonian reflector. The site has a clubhouse and a “modem” 
(not!) outhouse. Rolf brought a series of slides taken from the ground and air that 
showed the early days of site selection and construction of the present facilities at IRO. 
One outstanding image was the lack of trees at the site 20 years ago. A couple of years 
after the site was constructed the conservation authorities had planted the masses of 
trees that now need constant attention to keep a reasonable horizon. The current access 
road was built recently. It originally ran from the west, which is now private property. 
The final slide was the solar observatory at Shirley’s Bay.

Dave Bennett, OG Vice-Chair, was able to show how simple it is to take very 
reasonable astrophotographs — he found plans for a “bam door” tracker in the 
January 1997 SkyNews. During the previous weekend, using materials found at home, 
Dave built the “bam door.” The only specialized item needed was the camera mount. 
The tracker provides a simple but effective way to take good astrophotographs.

Following the draw for the door prize (an astrophotography exposure calculator 
constructed and donated by Glenn LeDrew — see the next paragraph) Richard 
Taylor was invited to talk on the recent solar eclipse. After many years of not leaving 
frosty Ottawa for a break in February, an advertisement for a Caribbean cruise to see 
the total solar eclipse was too much of a good thing to miss, and even a three-hour 
delay at Newark Airport did not get any sympathy from those of us who had to watch a 
meager 3.8% eclipse in Ottawa. The Calgary Centre of the RASC organized the 
expedition. The cruise line made special arrangements to get to the area of totality and 
also hosted a star party on one of the evenings. Richard showed a series of slides 
which included his first views of the Southern Cross and the Eta Carinae Nebula. The 
morning of the eclipse started under heavy cloud cover and RAIN! However, their 
hosts from Calgary Centre forecast, “It will clear up.” Just three hours before the
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eclipse, still under cloudy skies, satellite pictures pointed the way to clear skies. The 
cruise ship steamed (we assume that’s what they still do...) to that location and the Sun 
was found just in time. The first slide, projected through a small spotting scope, 
showed a few sunspots and first contact at approximately 12:45. A series of super 
slides followed taking us into totality and back out to the other side of the eclipse. The 
slides were taken on both 100 and 400 speed film. One slide called the “Hat Trick” 
showed the effects of projecting one image through many pin holes in a straw hat — 
really neat picture. As totality approached there was a spooky atmosphere and a slight 
chill in the air, followed by 3 minutes and 40 seconds of totality and frantic clicking of 
cameras and ooohhh’s and aaaahhhh’s. One slide showed Mercury, Venus and Jupiter 
during this time. The cruise was a great success.

Next to talk was Glenn LeDrew, OG Comet Co-ordinator, with his “Wheel of 
Fortune” astrophotography exposure calculator. While the projector was being set up, 
Glenn demonstrated a 1950s vintage slide viewer. Apart from its heft y size, including 
three D-cells, this viewer gives very good, aberration-free views of your favourite 
slides. The main object of Glenn’s talk was the exposure calculator. Originally 
published by someone else in 1974, the calculator was limited to lunar and planetary 
objects and Glenn wanted to extend these objects to include a range of deep-sky 
objects, aurorae etc. One other major failing of the original design was its use of a 
subject’s total magnitude and not its surface brightness, which introduced exposure 
errors of at least one f/stop. Since the Moon, planets and most DSOs appear larger 
than point sources, the exposure calculation must be related to a unit of brightness per 
surface area. The calculator generates the exposure time from the (a) film speed (b) 
focal ratio of the system and (c) brightness of the subject. Exposure times from 1/1000 
second to 1000 seconds can be read directly from the wheels. Dual exposure times 
include one for extended times due to reciprocity failure on exposures longer than a 
few seconds. Other features include a filter factor scale and an “extinction” factor (for 
exposures looking through various thicknesses of atmosphere) to modify the calculated 
exposure time. Using overhead diagrams, Glenn was able to demonstrate the use of the 
“Wheel of Fortune.” After fielding many questions, Glenn concluded his talk on this 
very interesting gadget that is useful to astrophotographers of all skill levels. For 
anyone interested, these calculators are available from Glenn.

Al Seaman the OG Observatory Committee Chair was up next with a report on 
the status of IRO. A budget has been approved for snow removal and Al expects to 
have it cleared by March 20, ready for the Messier Marathon. There has been real 
progress with the NGC Max — new mounts for the shaft encoders are under way and 
in the next couple of weeks the system should be ready to test. A reminder to all: 
anyone interested in using the IRO facilities should be ready at the April 3 meeting to 
purchase new keys. Cost for this is $35.00 for the year. Al has also been sending IRO 
information updates via e-mail to anyone interested, so please forward your e-mail 
address to Al.

This month’s last speaker was Rob Dick, who gave us a summary of his trip to 
find totality in the Caribbean. Rob also went with the trip arranged by the Calgary
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Centre and stayed on the Island of Curacao. The locals had spent considerable effort in 
preparing the island for the eclipse visitors. A special area had been leveled for use by 
the visitors and their equipment. Hospital and washroom facilities were also available 
at the site. The wind break looked great but would have worked better if placed in the 
path of the prevailing winds! The first series of slides were to show “shadow bands” 
before and after totality. Rob described his impressions of the view of totality through 
binoculars as “magnificent.” The next series of slides showed views of the southern 
skies and included the Moon just 29 hours after the eclipse. A videotape generated 
from a 16-mm movie film showed a time-lapse view of the celestial sphere from all 
quadrants. A second tape showed the eclipse from start to end at approximately double 
speed. A final portion of the tape captured a bright meteor. Rob concluded that the trip 
arranged by the Calgary Centre was great, which seconded Richard Taylor’s 
comments.

Gary closed the meeting at 10:30 p.m., reminding people of the after meeting at 
Kelsey’s. Refreshments were served in the museum lobby courtesy of Anne and Art 
Fraser.

Clear Skies
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